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'^r ABSTRACT 

tfe higvG determined that ejcperiments using scaledown units 

require dead time corrections which may be very different from those 

norjBally applied. 
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Many experiments designed to measure cross-sections and 

relative multiplicities employ scaledown units to decrease the rate 

of pulses to be analyzed by a computer. Some typical uses are: 

1) scaling down the number of events in a nuclear cross section 

measurement as the counter is shifted to more forward angles. 

2) Multiplicity measurements (e.g. gamma or neutron multiplicity) in 

which the number of "singles" events is scaled down. In such cases, 

we find that the dead time correction depends on the scaledown ratio. 

We proceed to show that the scaling down of random pulses 

leads to pulses which are no longer randomly distributed in time; 

in the limit of very large scaledown factors quasi-periodic distributions 

can be attained. Denoting R the average rate of pulses, the 

probability Pn (t) of observing the n-th pulse between time t and 

t + dt is 

The average time of arrival of the n-th pulse, is T 

Tn = n/R U ) 

The temporal standard deviation around this value, o is 

* - ^ = ill (3) 
n R _ 

Usually, when the count rate increases, one increases the 

scaledown factor n so that the computer or scaler recording the 

events maintains approximately the same dead time. This implies 

keeping \i constant while n is increased; simultaneously °n decreases 

which implies finding the n-th pulse at a reasonably well defined 



point in tine. Since this n-th pulse does not come at random, use 

of standard dead tine correction procedures is improper and we now 

proceed to develop the correct ones. 

We denote Qn(t) the probability that exactly n pulses 

will arrive up to a given time t. Therefore Qntt+dt) is the sum of 

the probabilities of two (mutually exclusive) possibilities: 

1) The probability that n pulses arrive up to tine t and no pulse 

errives between t and t+dt - Qn(t) (l-Rdt). 2} The probability that 

n-1 pulses arrive up to time t and one pulse arriving between t and 

t+dt, Qn-iCt) Rdt. We obtain 

^ j ^ * (Qn.jCt) - tyt)) R (4) 

The solution to these recursion relations is 

V t , . isg. . * 

If each pulse produces a dead time A, the probability of the n-th 

pulse arriving during this tine (and thus being lost) is Qn(A)• 

The average number of scaled down pulses lost during the dead time is 

m ~ nOn+D-l 

m»0 k=nm 

n is the scaledown factor. The fraction of registered pulses is 

l/(m + 1). This fraction is plotted in Fig. I as a function of Rj'n. 

and compared to the results of a Monte-Carlo simulation calculation 

which includes a scaledown unit and recording device with dead time. 

*/• note that the larger the scaledoun factor, the larger the deviation 

fron purely rando* behaviour. Even for R̂. n values ot' 0.5 nearly 

100* percent of the pulses are registered for large $caledown factors. 
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Cross sections will appear to be increased by these 

effects. If coincidence events are registered without scaling down, 

multiplicities determined will be reduced. The number NQJ registered 

follows the well known dead tine dependence (as non-scaled singles do). 

N_ is the total number of registered pulses per unit time and Nc is 

the number of actual coincidence events. The correction that should 

be applied is determined by the ratio of the fraction of regi$tered 

"singles" as determined by Rt/n for the scaledown in use to the 

fraction denoted by (e) tn f"ig. 1. 

These correction problems can be circumvented by blocking 

the scaledown unit during the dead period. The numher of registered 

pulses will then be decreased exactly by the proportion of the 

dead tiae to the total counting time. 
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Fig. 1: Fraction of registered pulses for different scaledovm 

fractions as a function of R^/n 

(R - pulse rate, A - dead time, n - scaledown factor). 

(a) sealedown n=50 

(b) n=30 

(c) n=10 

Cd) n=3 

Ce) n=l 

The points are results of simulation calculations: full points 

n=3, circles-n*10. 
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